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Physicians dealing with hemiplegic patients need to keep
the possibility of this common complication well in mind.
Patients with shoulder pain from this cause can be made more
comfortable and their rehabilitation facilitated if the arm is
supported by a sling when they are erect. Permanent damage
to the shoulder capsule must be prevented, so nurses and
others caring for hemiplegic patients should be taught to
use correct lifting methods which support the weak shoulder;
and the patient must never be pulled up by traction on the
paralysed arm.
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Antibiotics at Risk

In a striking and well documented paper Anderson' recently
showed that transferable resistance to chloramphenicol is now
common in the typhoid bacillus in Mexico and in some
countries ofsouth-east Asia. This serious observation demands
both notice and action, because chloramphenicol is the drug
of choice for the treatment of typhoid and because hopes were
entertained2 by the Swann Committee that a sense ofrespon-
sibility would impose enough self-restraint upon doctors,
veterinarians, farmers, and the pharmaceutical industry to
preserve the unique usefulness of chloramphenicol. Unhappily
these hopes have not been fulfilled; and Anderson's paper
shows how readily and how widely the responsible transfer
factors for chloramphenicol resistance and other resistances
may be spread, for they are already to be found in many
countries among various Gram-negative intestinal organisms
such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium.

It is not the widespread, protracted, and indiscriminate use
of chloramphenicol alone, however, that has undermined the
value of this precious drug; the misuse of other antibiotics
just as readily leads to the transfer of multiple resistances,
including that to chloramphenicol. The responsible plasmids
are now abundant in the enterobacteria of man and livestock
throughout the world, and it is now clear that the R factors in
man and animals are drawn from a common pool.3-5

Resistance to antibiotics among bacteria may be caused by
more than one mechanism, and the precise details of how and
why tend to be fascinating only to microbiologists and not by
any means to all of these. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to insist
that both users and sellers of antibiotics should know enough
microbiology and show enough sense of responsibility to
realise the harm as well as the good they may do when they
recommend use of an antibiotic. Certainly the laboratory
resources of even developed countries and the methods
available for assessing resistance both reliably and quickly are
not such that therapy should be withheld pending the result
of a sensitivity test. Reasonably enough, doctors prescribe the
drugs they consider most likely to suit the needs of their
individual patients; but they have a duty not to be palpably

ignorant ofwhat micro-organisms a particular drugwillandwill
not act upon. For example, penicillin is not, never was, and
never will be effective in brucellosis; and sulphonamides will
effectively deal with a high proportion ofthe urinary infections
seen in general practice.
By more often using their microbiological colleagues as

consultants, and by submitting specimens taken before giving
whatever drug is chosen, clinicians will build up for themselves
a real knowledge of the main facts required to use most
antibiotics wisely. This must be our guide, and not guesswork
or over-optimistic claims for the newest and most expensive
antibiotics. Many admirable and short texts are available-for
example that of Garrod and O'Grady6 -and a recently
published one by Lowbury and Ayliffe7 gives much interesting
and sane guidance on controlling the emergence of antibiotic
resistance. The clinician has a duty to give his patients the
unquestionably great benefits of antibiotic therapy, but Low-
bury and Ayliffe correctly insist that restriction of an antibiotic
for use only in the treatment of certain severe infections is
unlikely to endanger the lives of any patients and may help to
preserve it for the treatment of diseases in which it is most
useful. This applies especially in hospitals; and every hospital
should have an antibiotic policy in which the selection of
chemotherapy for different purposes is clearly laid down and
revised at frequent intervals to meet altered sensitivity patterns
of current hospital strains.

Certain antibiotics which are active against all or most strains
should be reserved for restricted use. Whenever possible
narrow-range antibiotics should be used in preference to
broad-spectrum drugs. Systemic use of antibiotics for pro-
phylaxis should be limited to situations in which their value is
proved. Dosage must always be adequate, short courses with
high dosage being best. Control ofinfection by isolation and by
good aseptic and antiseptic discipline is essential; and
maximum use should be made of antibiotics against which
resistance rarely or never emerges. Combined chemotherapy
and sensible rotations are generally sound, as are also any
measures that may safely shorten patients' residence in
hospital.
The recommendations of the Swann Committee2 restricting

the antibiotics used for growth-promotion of livestock and the
need for a general restraint in the use of antibiotics in animal
husbandry must be kept in mind by those who can influence
this complex and controversial situation. The importance of
animal sources ofR factors for man may be hard to assess with
precision; but the enormous outbreak of chloramphenicol-
resistant typhoid in Mexico, with more than 10 000 cases, is
surely a stimulus to err on the side of caution. Indeed, in view
of the recent excitement over laboratory and public safety in
connection with R factors,8 9 it is odd that there has not been
equal concern about the excessive, uncritical use of antibiotics
by doctors, veterinarians, and farmers. Perhaps, as Anderson'
suggests, the time has come when international co-operation at
legislative and professional levels is needed to reverse the
change in the ecology ofthe enterobacteria and other organisms
caused by the indiscriminate use of antibacterial drugs.
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